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Streaming games, usually in the evening 
hours, requires intense, but properly dif-
fused lighting so that the image from 
the camera is not overexposed and does 
not create undesirable shadows on the 
face. The biggest streamers on Twitch 
already know it, replacing the previously 
used lighting with ring lamps, connected 
directly to their PCs! Ring lights are used 
not only in the gaming world, but also in 
other areas of streaming!  Compact de-
sign, perfect lighting conditions and the 
ability to adjust the colour temperature 
will also be appreciated by content cre-
ators on platforms such as Tik Tok or In-
stagram.

LED  
Ring lamps



The Tracer Ring Light will help you ensure perfect lighting, whether you 
use it for taking a selfie or for precise makeup application. The lamp of-
fers three brightness levels, which means that you can adjust the lighting 
power to your needs. In the set with the Tracer lamp, you receive a clip 
that guarantees freedom of use. You can mount the device wherever you 
need and set it at the desired angle for the best effect.

More info

TRACER SELFIE 28 LED 

LED Ring lamp 
KTM 46799

LED RING LAMPS

  3 brightness levels

  7000-7500 k 
light temperature

  Built-in battery 55 mAh



Even the best cameras or video recorders cannot provide high quality 
image if the object is not properly illuminated. Our 10” ring lamp has an 
inner diameter of 20 cm (26 cm outer) and 120 LEDs, evenly distributed 
in the housing of the lamp. The lamp has light intensity adjustment in 
the range of 900-1700 lm and colour temperature adjustment (3 modes) 
in the range of 2700 to 7000 K. Our desktop set includes a tripod with 
19 cm arms which, when fully open, reaches a height of 9 cm from the 
surface.

More info

  3 temperatures of 
light: warm, neutral, 
cold

  10 brightness levels  
for each light color

  USB power supply

  MAX 1300 lm

TRACER RING 26 CM 

LED Ring lamp with  
mini tripod 
KTM 46747

LED RING LAMPS



Whether you’re streaming on Twitch, recording videos on Tik Tok, or 
running an Instagram account, the Tracer RING USB ring light will bring 
a   new quality to your creations! Floor version of the Tracer RING ring 
lamp, with even more LEDs, designed for people who require more power 
and greater ability to adjust the position of the lighting source.

More info

  3 temperatures of light: warm, neutral, cold

  10 brightness levels for each light color

  USB power supply

  MAX 1300 lm

TRACER RING 30 CM 

LED Ring lamp  
with 210 cm tripod
KTM 46745

LED RING LAMPS



Now that online working, studying and communicating has become part 
of our everyday lives, the Tracer Ring lamp is indispensible during your 
video meetings. A practical holder with elastic arms allows to place your 
phone in one of them, and adjust the other lamp holder so that the light 
is angled perfectly. 

More info

  10 brightness levels

 48 LEDs

 3 temperatures of light

 Color temperature: 3000-6000 K

 Table clip up to 4 cm

 Max phone holder width 9.5 cm

 Lamp diameter 8.5 cm

 Compact size

 5V adapter

 Flexible arms

TRACER RING 8.5 CM 

LED lamp with phone holder
KTM 46827

LED RING LAMPS

AVAILABLE 
SOON



Working at a desk often places a he-
avy burden on the eyes, so it is worth 
taking care of proper lighting that 
will not flicker and tire our eyesight. 
A good desk lamp makes learning 
easier, relieves the eyes and even 
helps to concentrate.

 
Desk lamps



The Tracer Artista desk lamp is a robust device that can be easily and 
securely attached to a desk or other horizontal surfaces. The lamp is 
equipped with a flexible arm with three joints, which allows you to adjust 
the angle of incidence of light. The Tracer lamp is made of a combination 
of metal and ABS, which makes it extremely resistant to damage.

More info

TRACER ARTISTA 

Clip clamp metal desk lamp
KTM 46762

DESK LAMPS

  Clip clamp

  Metal lamp

  Adjustable inlination angle

  Cable length 165 cm



When working or during homework, or performing any other kind of pre-
cise activities, you can also charge your smartphone quickly and com-
fortably. The Tracer Luxia desk lamp is fitted with a very practical func-
tion: induction charger built into the base. All you need to do is to put 
your phone on the induction charging base, and the wireless charging 
will start automatically. The Tracer Luxia lamp emits light with power of 
7W and a luminous flux of 400 lumens. Smooth adjustment of the light 
color temperature (warm, neutral, cold) within the range of 2700 - 4000 
- 6500K allows to adjust the light to your individual preferences. On the 
back of the device, there are buttons allowing to configure the thermo-
meter, date, and time. The Luxia desk lamp also allows to set the alarm 
clock. All measurements are displayed on the LCD screen in the front 
panel. 

More info

TRACER LUXIA 

LED desk lamp with wireless 
charger and LCD display
KTM 46763

DESK LAMPS

  Wireless charger

  LCD display: calendar, date, time, 
temperature, alarm clock

 Faux leather ABS

  5V adapter



DESK LAMPS

The Tracer Nero light is made of metal and high-quality ABS plastic 
which makes it extremely resistant to damage. High quality of materials 
also ensures long life of the device. The Tracer Nero lamp emits light with 
power of 5W and a luminous flux of 320 lumens. The adjustment of the 
light color temperature (warm, neutral, cold) within the range of 2800 - 
4500 - 6000K allows to adjust the light to your individual preferences. 
On the back of the device, there are buttons allowing to configure the 
thermometer, date, and time. The Tracer Nero desk lamp also allows to 
set the alarm clock. All measurements are displayed on the LCD screen 
in the front panel.

More info

TRACER NERO 

LED desk lamp  
with LCD display
KTM 46760

  LCD display: calendar, date, time, 
temperature, alarm clock

  3 temperatures of light:  
warm, neutral, cold

  Phone stand

  Maximum LED power 5W

  5V adapter



DESK LAMPS

The colour of light can complement the interior design of a room and also 
affects the mood of people staying inside. Do you wish to paint your be-
droom in colours? The Tracer Moon Lamp is a perfect solution for you! 
The multicoloured Tracer Moon Bedside Lamp is equipped with a non-re-
placeable RGB LED light source. Thanks to this, you can set the selec-
ted lighting colour that the device will emit or use the additional option 
of smooth transition between various colours. The LED light used in the 
Tracer lamp has three levels of white light intensity adjustment. Intuitive 
touch control makes the operation of the lamp really simple and hassle-
-free.

More info

TRACER MOON RGB 

Desk/night lamp
KTM 46761

  3 levels of white light intensity

  Built-in battery 1200 mAh

  Additional program: the lamp changes colors smoothly  
from one color to another

Color  
Light

modes



PIR LAMPS

A practical LED lamp with movement sensor will be perfect for wardro-
bes, stairs leading to garages or pantries. A smart sensor will activate 
the light as soon as it detects movement. If nothing happens around 
the sensor, it will automatically go off a few seconds later. 

More info

TRACER PIR 

LED sensor lamp
KTM 46828

  12 LEDs

  PIR motion sensor

  200 days on a single charge

  Color temperature: 6000-6500 K

 Built-in battery 1200mAh

  Easy to assemble and removable for 
charging

AVAILABLE 
SOON



Garlands are a modern type of light-
ing, one without which, today, it is diffi-
cult to imagine outdoor parties. Those 
small, stylish lamps will go perfect with 
private garden arrangements, terrac-
es, or as an interesting balcony dec-
oration. The Tracer solar lamp will be 
perfect as decorative, practical and 
energy-efficient illumination of your 
garden, terrace, or balcony. 

Garden 
garlands



GARDEN GARLANDS

The Tracer solar lamp will be perfect as decorative, practical and ener-
gy-efficient illumination of your garden filling it with magical atmosphe-
re. The garland’s power cord is protected with a special braid; the lights 
themselves are shielded so that they are fully weatherproof. Burning 
time depends on the charging level and usually lasts 6-8 hours, guaran-
teeing perfect vibes even during the longest of parties

More info

TRACER 

Solar garden garland  
50 LED 10 bulbs
KTM 46829

 10 bulbs

 IP44

 5 meters long

  The maximum working time is 6-8 h, depending  
on the battery charge level

  Solar rechargeable battery 600mah

AVAILABLE 
SOON



GARDEN GARLANDS

Surprise your friends with a beautiful illumination during an evening gar-
den party. With Tracer light garland, your terrace or balcony will become 
a magical place, and your energy bills will not be affected thanks to solar 
charging. Thanks to proper tightness, the Tracer garland is water- and 
frost proof, allowing you to enjoy your beautifully illuminated garden 
both in the summer and winter. 

More info

TRACER 

Solar garden garland  
30 LED 30 bulbs
KTM 46830

  30 bulbs

  30 energooszczędnych diod LED

  IP44

  6.5 meters long

  The maximum working time is 6-8 h, 
depending on the battery charge level

  Solar rechargeable battery 600mah

AVAILABLE 
SOON



Perfect makeup and skin care can 
boost your mood significantly. 
A  LED-illuminated mirror is an indis-
pensible element of every woman’s  
equipment, especially today, when 
caring for the way you look is vital. The 
LED-illuminated mirror will light every 
part of your face, neck, and décolleté.

LED cosmetic 
mirrors



LED COSMETIC MIRRORS

28 diodes  placed around the mirror make the light even, illuminating eve-
ry single spot. It allows you to see every detail that needs most focus and 
attention. White light emitted by the LEDs make every color visible in the 
mirror highly realistic. The mirror base has a notch which can be used as 
a tray for small makeup products. 

LAFE ROSA 28 

LED cosmetic mirror
KTM 46771

  28 LED diodes

  Built-in battery 1200 mAh

  Dimmable



LED COSMETIC MIRRORS

The LED-illuminated Lafe mirror will light up every part of your face and 
ensure realistic color representation. 30 diodes placed around the mirror 
make the light even, illuminating every single spot. It allows you to see 
every detail that needs more focus and attention. What is more, you can 
adjust the luminous intensity of the diodes.

 

LAFE IRIS 30 

LED cosmetic mirror
KTM 46770

  30 LED diodes

  Built-in battery 1200 mAh

  Dimmable



Tracer LED lights emit warm, bright 
light with 2700 K color temperature; 
thanks to frosted screens, the lumi-
nous flux is not blinding. LED lighting 
elements do not contain materials 
that are hazardous to the environ-
ment and human health, such as mer-
cury, and their long life allows to re-
place light sources less frequently, 
and consequently, generate less 
waste. 

 
Bulbs



BULBS

The LED TRACER E14 5W bulb is the perfect re-
placement for traditional filament (‘candle’) bulbs 
with small caps and power of up to 35 W. The E14 
base is smaller than the standard format (E27) 
and is usually used e.g. in wall lamps, bedside and 
desktop lamps, both in offices and private homes.

The LED TRACER E27 10W bulb is the perfect re-
placement for traditional filament bulbs with thick 
caps and power of up to 60 W. Be both ecological 
and economical! 

The LED TRACER GU10 6W bulb with bayonet 
mount is the perfect replacement for traditional 
filament lights with power of up to 42 W. TRACER 
GU10 bulbs can be applied in recessed luminaires 
– their construction allows them to direct the lumi-
nous flux downward, ensuring spotlight. They may 
also be installed in wall lamps and other lamps with 
GU10 mounts.

TRACER 

LED E14 bulb 
5W=35W, warm bright, 
2-pack 
 

LED E27 bulb 
10W=60W, warm bright, 
2-pack
 

LED bulb GU10 
6W=42W, warm bright, 
2-pack
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